Northwest

Community Policing Council
Minutes
May 15, 2019
1. Call to Order – Eric Jackson 6:08 pm
Council Present: Jill Greene, Eric Nixon
Absent: Cat Trujillo, Yolanda Sanchez and Tom Borst
Approximately 30 members attended, 17 from APD

2. Pledge of Allegiance

3. Albuquerque Police Department Updates
a. Crime Report – Commander Olvera
 A total of 1,259 proactive stops were done in April
 Auto burglaries: 35
 Auto theft: 19
 Commercial burglaries: 15
 Residential burglaries: 6
 Violent crimes: 18
 NW stats have been good, the hot is coming, please do not leave items inside the car.
 NW got a Problem Response Team (PRT) with this hopefully a lot of the crime reports
go down.
 Commercial burglaries rise due to new business opening but hopefully now with the PRT
we can help reduce that. Not only will they be out there to help with that but also they
will be communicating with the community.
 Will be hiring two bike patrollers
 Do not leave any spare changes, chargers, empty boxes, any valuables in your vehicle.



Get to know your neighbors, try to establish a block captain program, be engaged with
your neighborhood association.
b. Use of Force

The Northwest had a total of 6 Use of Force reported for the month of April



1 Show of Force
5 Use of Force

4. CPOA/POB Update
Ed Harness: The newly amended oversight ordinance was published on April 27, 2019. The
Police Oversight Board is now known as, Civilian Oversight Agency. IMR-9 was published to
the public in May. Currently the board has a bit of regression, as we were taken out of
compliance with the City Council renewing the contract and because we have not gotten three
new hires. For more information, you can go online www.cabq.gov/cpoa
5. Presentation: APD Forward – Compliance with the Court Approved Settlement
Agreement (CASA)
 Who is APD Forward? APD Forward is a community coalition led by concerned
Albuquerque citizens who want to see the Albuquerque Police Department become the
responsible, community-friendly police department they know it can be. They are a
powerful advocacy, outreach, and education platform for Albuquerque communities to
press for the sensible reforms that we need to restore trust in the police department.
 APD Forwards partners with 17 coalitions
 The goals APD Forward are trying to achieve are the following:
- Engage and integrate impacted communities into the reform effort.
- Hold APD accountable for taking concrete steps to comply with the settlement
agreement.
- Press all parties to the agreement to actively advance reforms in a collaborative and
constructive manner.
- Institutionalize the mandates of the agreement to ensure that the reforms are
permanent.
- Ensure that the City of Albuquerque dedicates adequate resources to fully fund the
necessary reforms.
 With IMR-9 just published, there are some news to celebrate, the monitors team have
said they have seen a change in APD since leadership has changed.
 APD Forward meets with APD and other parties every 6 weeks to get updates.
 To get more information on the Use of Force or CASA related information you can visit
Smartcasa.org and it will give you information about the reporting.
 APD Forwards main goal is to be able to work collaboratively.

6. New Business
a. Next Meeting: June 19, 2019
7. Adjournment
7:06 pm

